1. Introduction. The notion of an ordinal system restricted productive with respect to given sets was introduced in [9] and used to define constructive finite number classes. It was shown that both the forms of the sets of notations for the finite number classes and the ordinals obtained are the same as of the sets 0, 0°, 0° , • • • , and the ordinals coi<w?<co? < • • • , respectively. In this article these results are extended to constructive transfinite number classes. We present an ordinal system {F,\ | ) which, in terms of our analogy with the classical ordinals, provides notations for the ordinals less than the first "constructively inaccessible" ordinal. Knowledge of the theory of constructive ordinals suggests that this should lead to a natural class of ordinals of some independent interest. This is born out by the characterization of the ordinals of (F, | |) given below. E\ is the type-2 representing functional of the predicate \a.(V/3)(Bx) [a(J3(x) Kleene [4]). Let cof 1 be the smallest ordinal which is not the order type of any well-ordering recursive in JSi. Our principal result is that the system (F,\ |) provides notations for exactly the ordinals less than o) El , and the sets of notations for the number classes form an 2?i-hierarchy.
2. The system (F, | |). The ordinal system (F, \ |) is similar to the system C of [5] except the order-preserving requirement at limit ordinals is omitted. Our presentation parallels the formulation of C given in Putnam [7] . N v is the set of notations for the ordinal v. If for some p, x(~N v , we let \x\ = (jJ>t;) [ and {n} (Q)ÇC, and p = lub{ | {n) {t)\ : /£Q}. Case 4. p is a limit ordinal such that iV 7 is already defined for all 7O, and Case 3 does not hold, but there is a number a£C which is not an index in C". Let £<P be the smallest ordinal such that Nç contains a nonindex in C". Then It is not difficult to show that the number classes (and F itself) are (uniformly) restricted productive with respect to smaller number classes. Then using the techniques of [ç], the recursion theorem, and a proof by transfinite induction, we obtain:
(2) |F,|==J?,
In particular, F V +\Ç~0 F * and | F v +i\ =0/^. The proof of Theorem 1 gives the stronger result, used in the applications, that the isomorphisms in (1) and the reducibilities in (3) may be found effectively from a notation for v.
THEOREM 2. (1) A set A is recursive in Ei iff for some v< \ F\, A is recursive in Fv y
(2) M=«fs Thus r^cof 1 . We conjecture that r=cof 1 and that cuf 1 is regular.
REMARK. We note in connection with Theorems 4 and 5 that for any A : (1) 
